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Abstract

The worst-case response time (WCRT) of tasks in a real-time system is a crucial property of the system. Traditionally it is determined by analyzing the worst-case execution times (WCET) of all tasks and system functions and combining them in a very pessimistic way [1]. While recent static timing analysis methods have started incorporating the state of the system into the analysis to analyze the whole system at once, they still suffer from scalability issues and overestimation [1]. Apart from static timing analysis, there is measurement-based timing analysis (MBTA), which measures the worst observed execution time (WOET) [2]. Genetic algorithms are one technique MBTAs have successfully used to generate inputs with long execution times [3], [4]. This thesis leverages another genetic algorithm, coverage-based fuzzing, which is very successful in security focussed testing [5], [6]. It is a grey-box approach that leverages information about a target’s control flow to drive a genetic algorithm to maximize code coverage. This thesis uses a fuzzer guided by the state transitions of a real-time system to generate inputs to the system which result in high execution times.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The worst-case execution time of a program and the worst-case response time of a task in a real-time system are crucial to timeliness guarantees of real-time tasks [1]. State-of-the-art static timing analysis can be used to construct a relatively tight safe upper bound for a task’s WCET [2], while the WCRT of a task in a real-time operating system (RTOS) that schedules multiple tasks is difficult to estimate [7]. A decoupled analysis of the task and RTOS code can lead to very pessimistic estimates for the tasks WCRT. Progress towards a global timing analysis has been made in recent years by integrating the flow between possible system states into the timing analysis, but pessimism is still an issue [1]. Since the worst-case input for a system is usually unknown it is also non-trivial to even quantify the pessimism. Apart from static timing analysis, there is also dynamic timing analysis, which executes a program and observes its execution time. While a dynamic timing analysis by itself only derives lower bounds for the WCET it does have the advantage of providing a witness input for its worst observed execution time. Those witnesses can be useful during the design phase of real-time systems [3] and allow estimating how pessimistic a result from a static timing analyzer is. For these reasons, this thesis explores a dynamic testing method that searches for the worst-case inputs to a real-time system with multiple interdependent tasks. The technique chosen as the base for this is coverage-guided fuzzing, a technique generating test cases based on a genetic algorithm guided by code coverage [5], [8]. Fuzzing is already a very popular dynamic analysis method in security research. For this thesis, it is adapted to work with coverage in the state transition graph of an RTOS, with additional state-aware optimizations added. To my knowledge, this thesis presents the first approach to apply the grey-box techniques of fuzzing to generating inputs which maximize the whole-system execution-/response-time for an RTOS with multiple tasks.
1.2 Research questions

This thesis aims to answer the following main questions: Are coverage-guided fuzzing techniques effective in discovering system inputs with extremely long execution times? Assuming a static analysis yields upper bounds on the number of executions for each edge between basic blocks (BB) in the code. Can these frequencies guide the fuzzer towards witness inputs that match these frequencies and therefore are worst-case inputs? Can the coverage guidance be improved by extending it to a state transition graph (STG) of the system, in analogy to state transition graphs used by static timing analyzers? Additionally, some more technical sub-problems need to be solved. For example: How could the system state be extracted during the execution of a system and in what way are they integrated into a state transition graph.

1.3 Structure

This thesis uses multiple established concepts such as fuzzing, RTOS and emulation. An overview of each is presented in Chapter 2. The existing related work around whole system timing analysis and fuzzing is examined in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 details the problem domain and puts the research questions and methods used in context. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the technique developed for this thesis in abstract and implementation respectively. A test scenario for the technique and evaluation of the results can be found in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes the results and discusses future research directions for the concepts of this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background

This thesis combines multiple techniques into a novel approach for generating inputs close to the worst-case input of a real-time system. The most important technique is fuzz testing (fuzzing for short), which is used to generate test inputs for programs. Those test inputs are then passed to a real-time system on an emulated machine. During execution, the RTOS is traced and a system state graph is constructed. The following sections explain those basic techniques in more detail.

2.1 Fuzzing

Fuzzing is the process of testing programs for crashes, bugs and vulnerabilities using a large number of randomly generated inputs. A simple setup for fuzzing consists of a target program, an optional monitor to extract runtime information from the target, a generator for test cases and a detector for the bugs [8]. The way fuzzers extract and use information allows for classifying them into different classes, detailed in the next paragraph.

2.1.1 Classification of fuzzers

Fuzzers are classified as black-box, white-box or grey-box depending on their insight into the target. What follows is a short description of the capabilities of each, based on the literature review by Liang, Pei, Jia, et al. [8].

Black-box fuzzers operate without any knowledge of the target. Instead, they blindly apply rules, such as mutating a known valid input or generating semi-valid inputs. Such mutations can be simple byte or bit operations (e.g. copy, remove, flip bits). Generators can use grammars or other target-specific methods to generate inputs that are valid enough to pass the initial checks of the target program.

White-box fuzzers by contrast have full knowledge of the target’s logic. They typically use dynamic symbolic execution (known as concolic execution) to explore new paths through a program systematically. They do this by recording the conditionals an execution has taken...
and collecting the constraints of the conditionals using symbolic execution. By negating some conditionals and solving for their conjunction using a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver, they generate inputs with different paths to maximize the desired coverage criteria (like statement-, condition- or even path-coverage) over the control flow graph (CFG).

Grey-box fuzzing is in a middle ground between both. It collects information such as code coverage at runtime and uses this information during mutation to achieve its goal faster. Code coverage can be measured and used by the fuzzer to guide the generation of new cases. A detailed example of a fuzzer using this technique can be found in the next section. Another grey-box technique is taint analysis, which traces the data flow of input fields and allows more directed mutations.

### 2.1.2 Influential example: AFL

A popular and influential example for a grey-box fuzzer is *American Fuzzy Lop* (AFL) [5]. It uses a simple genetic algorithm guided by edge coverage, which the authors summarize as the following steps [5]:

1. Load user-supplied initial test cases into the queue
2. Take the next input file from the queue
3. Attempt to trim the test case to the smallest size that doesn’t alter the measured behavior of the program
4. If any of the generated mutations resulted in a new state transition recorded by the instrumentation, add mutated output as a new entry in the queue
5. Go to 2

It acquires information about the code coverage by including instrumentation in the target at compile time. Alternatively and more relevant to this thesis it allows using an instrumented version of the popular QEMU emulator to extract coverage information from an unmodified binary at runtime [9]. The collected information roughly equates to counters on the transition between basic blocks in a control flow graph.

The rest of the thesis refers to the components of a fuzzer in the terms used by the LibAFL [10], which is an AFL-inspired library for building modular fuzzers:

- **Target:** The program under testing
- **Input:** Some data used as input to the target, sometimes referred to as test case when combined with metadata about the resulting execution
- **Executor:** The environment the target code is run in, may reset the target after each run
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- Observer: A component that extracts information about the target from the executor
- Feedback: Some function that uses the observers and an internal state to classify an input as interesting or not
- Metadata: Information collected about an input’s execution
- Corpus: Collection of interesting inputs for further analysis, including some prioritization algorithm
- Mutator: Applies a mutation to an input, optionally uses observed information from the target
- Mutation stage: Collection of mutators with optional logic for choosing which ones to apply
- Objective: Determines if an input reached the fuzzing goal
- Solutions: Collection of inputs that reach the fuzzing goal

Figure 2.1: Abstract overview of LibAFL-based fuzzer. Arrows indicate information flow. Overall a test case is selected, mutated into a new input, executed, observed, rated and potentially added to the corpus or solutions.
Figure 2.1 shows how these components combine into a LibAFL-based fuzzer. A test case is selected from the corpus by some scheduling algorithm, the input is mutated using different mutators, injected in the target and executed. The results of the execution are observed, and the input is rated using feedbacks. It maybe considered interesting and added to the corpus, or it may even fit an objective and be added to the collection of solutions.

2.2 Emulation

Emulators are used for simulating a specific machine for software to run on. Which details of the target machine are simulated differ between emulators for different use-cases. QEMU is a popular general-purpose emulator (and hypervisor) with support for many CPU architectures and devices [9]. It is relatively performant but does not simulate hardware details like the memory hierarchy or processor pipeline. Other tools, such as PTLsim [11] allow accurate simulation of all aspects of CPUs (x86-64 in this case). While this would give very accurate execution time measurements, this thesis describes an approach using QEMU instead, as it integrates well with the fuzzing loop.

As mentioned in the previous section emulators may be used in fuzzers to instrument unmodified binary programs. This allows for avoiding probe effects from instrumentation inside the target code, which is relevant when targeting execution time. In case of AFL using QEMU this works by exploiting the way QEMU translates target instructions [5]. QEMU collects instructions into so-called translation blocks (TB), which consist of branch-free sequences of instructions [9]. These roughly correspond to basic blocks in the binaries control flow graph, which allows a fuzzer like AFL to easily trace CFG edges when TBs are executed. QEMU also allows counting the number of instructions executed, which serves as the measurement of execution time in this thesis.

QEMU supports emulating complete machines (referred to as softmmu or system-mode) or running the target application as a user space program while translating all system calls (referred to as user-mode). The work presented in this thesis modifies existing fuzzing instrumentation to use system-mode.

2.3 Real-Time Operating Systems

Real-time systems have to meet timing requirements, which means they need to complete their tasks within a deadline and respond to external events quickly [12]. The strictness of this requirement subdivides real-time systems into hard and soft ones. Hard ones need to meet the requirements in every instance, soft ones only need to meet them most of the time [12]. That is because a deadline miss in a hard real-time system can result in a catastrophic failure, while a deadline miss in a soft real-time system only degrades or nullifies the usefulness of the result [13].
A real-time operating system is specialized operating system for use in real-time systems. They usually host multiple tasks concurrently, which need to be scheduled in a way that ensures that all deadlines are met. The common recurrent task model assumes tasks are released periodically and need to meet deadlines relative to their time of release. Once tasks are released they can run, get preempted or block until they terminate, which needs to happen before their deadline [13]. When running for enough periods a system like this schedules the tasks in a repeating pattern. This is the hyperperiod, which is the least common multiple of the periods [14].

Scheduling under this scenario can be done using multiple algorithms, which are out of the scope of this overview. For simplicity, this thesis assumes the RTOS uses fixed-priority, preemptive scheduling, which means each task gets assigned a priority during the system design phase using some schedulability analysis. During runtime, tasks of lower priority can be preempted by higher priority ones [12].

Apart from their common focus on task scheduling, current RTOSes have varied features and use cases, which put them on a wide scale of complexity. On the complex side, a few systems provide features and APIs similar to general-purpose operating systems, such as process isolation using virtual address spaces and filesystems. [12]. There are even multiple efforts to enable real-time capabilities in Linux mainly by allowing the kernel to be preempted [15]. On the other end of the spectrum are small kernels, typically running in the same address space with their tasks [12]. An example of this is FreeRTOS [16], which is a bare-bones kernel with a small API. It uses priority-based preemptive scheduling and features different synchronization mechanisms between tasks, such as semaphores, mutexes (with priority inheritance), queues and notifications. While it supports memory protection on some platforms it usually uses a single address space [12], [16].

The differences in design between single and multiple virtual address spaces influence how a task interacts with the OS. Tasks isolated by virtual address spaces in general purpose operating systems (GPOS) usually use system calls, which causes switching to a privileged execution mode with access to the whole memory space [15]. In single address space systems like FreeRTOS on the other hand kernel functions may be called directly without necessarily causing a mode change [16].

### 2.4 System States

CFGs capture the logic of a function. They are directed graphs consisting of blocks of linear code (basic blocks or BB for short) and are commonly used for static analysis of programs. Edges between two basic blocks express a possible flow of execution from one to the next [17]. The graph of a function has only one entry point. A whole program can be expressed by an interprocedural control-flow graph (ICFG), which contains all basic blocks.
of its function’s CFGs [18].

This concept was extended by Dietrich, Hoffmann, and Lohmann [18] into a *global control-flow graph* (GCFG) for systems with multiple tasks. The authors note that each scheduler might switch from a BB in one task to a BB in another task. This can be expressed in a GCFG, where two BBs are connected by an edge if and only if they may be executed directly after each other on real hardware. To construct the GCFG the authors partitioned BB into larger *atomic basic blocks* (ABB), which are regions in the CFGs with a single entry and exit BB.

The ABBs can be used to define a system state, which consists of the currently running ABB, the status of all tasks in the system and more information, such as the status of shared resources. These system states form a state transition graph, which contains all possible system states and transitions between them. The authors enumerated this graph using abstract interpretation.

### 2.5 Worst-case timing analysis

Hard real-time systems need to satisfy timing constraints. The Verification of the constraints requires safe upper bounds for the worst-case execution time of the running programs. The WCET of a program can be estimated using timing analysis, either static, measurement-based or a hybrid of both. Static timing analysis overestimates the WCET to derive safe upper bounds, while dynamic methods generally underestimate it and as such are not suitable for deriving safe bounds [2].

**Static timing analysis**

Static timing analysis usually follows a multi-stage process to analyze all possible control flows in combination with a hardware model to derive execution time bounds [2], [19], [20]. Figure 2.2 depicts how this process typically works [21]. It starts by constructing the control flow graph of a program. Next up, ranges of values for local variables and registers can be analyzed, which is optional but useful for the next step to determine loop bounds. This can be achieved using abstract interpretation. The next mandatory step is control flow analysis, which produces flow facts about the transitions in the CFG. Afterward, the processor behavior is analyzed, by using a model of the hardware to analyze possible states of the processor and caches to derive execution-time bounds per instruction. The bounds are based on possible execution histories leading to them. The final stage combines the flow facts with the timing bounds from the hardware model. The common technique for performing this calculation is called *implicit path enumeration technique* (IPET), first introduced by Li and Malik [22]. It combines the flow facts and time bounds into arithmetic constraints. These are used to maximize the sum of the product of execution count and
time of basic blocks using integer linear programming (ILP)\cite{2,22}. The result is a safe upper bound for the WCET.

Measurement-based timing analysis

Measurement-based methods execute the program on hardware or accurate simulators to measure the execution time \cite{2}. This is often used for end-to-end tests with a subset of all inputs. Such dynamic tests produce a worst observed execution time, which is generally not a safe bound for the WCET unless the worst-case input is in the set of test cases. Static and measurement-based methods can also be combined into hybrid methods, which produce tighter estimates compared to static analysis of the micro architecture, but remain safe bounds \cite{2,23}.
Chapter 3

Related Work

The approach of this thesis leverages coverage-guided fuzzing to generate inputs that approximate the worst-case (in terms of execution time) for a real-time system with multiple concurrent tasks. While to my knowledge there is no previous literature on this combination of techniques and goal, it sits in an intersection between worst-case timing analysis and fuzz testing, two well-studied fields.

As referenced in Chapter 2 determining the WCET for single programs is well studied using static and measurement-based timing analysis. The static analysis pipeline as described in that chapter is common amongst many static timing analyzers, aiT for example, which is a commercial tool to analyze single applications from a binary level [21]. Some following paragraphs focus on extensions to the basic technique which either extend the analysis to a wider scope or extend it to derive tighter bounds.

Measurement-based timing analysis

Measurement-based timing analysis executes a subset of possible inputs and estimates the WCET from the worst observed execution time. It alone does not deliver safe upper bounds for the WCET. Generating tests that optimize for execution time can still produce close estimates and be useful during the design phase of a system, as pointed out by Mueller and Wegener [3] in 2001. The authors propose a genetic algorithm, which works by selecting the longest running test cases for a program, recombining their parameters and randomly applying mutations to some inputs. Khan and Bate [4] proposed an extended genetic algorithm, jointly optimizing some combinations of execution time, branch mispredictions, data cache misses and instruction cache misses. The authors note that they found no optimal set of optimization criteria for every case, while simply using a wide range of criteria leads to bad results as well.
Hybrid methods

One option to improve upon the standard static WCET estimation is to combine it with measurements on hardware or simulators into a hybrid method. One such example of a hybrid method is TimeWeaver, which combines static analysis for values and paths with measurements of short code snippets on real hardware, instead of pessimistic estimates from abstract hardware models [23].

System-state aware analysis

WCET analysis is mostly limited to uninterrupted executions of tasks, while the worst-case response time of real-time tasks in a larger real-time system is often more relevant and complex[1], [2]. The WCRT includes overheads from the real-time operating system and interferences by other tasks. While this can be analyzed by combining the WCETs of multiple tasks with the kernel overhead, a separate analysis of the application and kernel can lead to very pessimistic results [1]. One method to address this pessimism was developed by Dietrich, Wägemann, Ulbrich, et al. [1], which incorporates the state transition graph (as explained in Chapter 2) into an IPET definition. It achieves this by using flow facts about the system’s state transition graph. It can even include the effects of interrupts, as long as they are bounded by a minimum inter-arrival time. As a downside of the STG focus its analysis considers paths that become infeasible through the thread-local control flow [1]. It is also based on the assumptions that not only all objects (tasks, resources and interrupt service routines (ISR)) are known in advance, but also the call locations and arguments to all functions interacting with them. These assumptions limit the approach to applications where this information can be determined statically.

A later work by [20] uses annotation of the OS on a source level to aid the static analysis in analyzing more generic RTOSes, where necessary information cannot be derived from the global control flow alone. The approach uses the annotations during the path-analysis step of the common static timing analysis pipeline. It consists of multiple layers itself. First uses system facts, which include general knowledge about the whole system, such as the priorities of the tasks. These get propagated into the source annotations, which are used to address three main challenges [24]: Annotate indirect function calls, use state-dependent annotation to eliminate infeasible paths based on the system state and lastly, use application knowledge and system facts for bound computations. The last layer is the WCET analysis, which constructs the STG, derives additional system facts from it, and uses the annotation layer to derive control-flow facts describing a given system state. From there on out an IPET-based analysis is carried out. Another later work by the same authors introduces a more expressive annotation language, that features custom expressions for better context-sensitive analysis [25].
Multitasking overhead

Operating systems with multiple tasks have to deal with multiple sources of overhead, regardless of the scheduling algorithm. These sources include preemption or migration, executing the scheduling algorithm and context switching between tasks [26]. In particular costs for preemption and migration are difficult to predict, because their costs increase with the working-set size of the tasks. The working set is the collection of memory segments recently used by the task [27]. Migration of a task means migrating execution to a different core on a multi-threading machine. The costs incurred by preemption and migration are dominated by the time it takes to re-populate the cache, and thus increase with the size of the working set [26]. Research into migration found that simply copying the whole cache content over to the new cache is inadequate to address this cost, but capturing the access behavior of a task to prefetch data into the new cache significantly reduces migration costs [28]. Since the effect caused by preemption effectively increases the WCET of tasks in a real-time system, its effects on the schedulability analysis of a task set in a real-time system have been studied [29]. The resulting analysis techniques determine the schedulability under some algorithm (e.g. earliest deadline first), by assuming an additional component to each task’s WCET, based on its actively used working set and the total number of segments it loads into the cache [29]. This schedulability analysis is more advanced than assuming a fixed overhead for all preemptions, but is still relatively pessimistic and not system-state aware in the sense that it takes the interprocedural control flow into account for the individual WCETs.

Further research focuses on searching for ideal migration points over the lifetime of a task, which allow for good overall schedulability and low overhead. This is important because the active working-set is not constant during a task’s lifetime and assuming a set of fixed migration points reduces pessimism about the working-set size [30]. Ideal migration-point candidates should be very granular to migrate at the times required for scheduling while minimizing the active working set at that point [31]. The active working set can be determined using compile-time analysis [32]. This is especially important in non-uniform memory architectures (NUMA), because the cost of loading the working-set to the target depends on the architecture and between which cores the migration is performed [32]. In uniform memory architectures by contrast the access latencies are more predictable. Analysis of preemption has to be treated differently, mostly because effects of a NUMA are different [32], yet the active working-set size and its development over time are still relevant.

Advanced fuzzing

In the area of security meanwhile, testing software for bugs using automated test generation (called fuzzing) is very common. One popular technique for efficient fuzzing is
called coverage-based fuzzing, in which coverage information of generated test cases is used in a genetic algorithm to maximize the test coverage and therefore bug frequency [8]. The popular fuzzer ALF is an example using this technique [5]. It serves as the base for numerous extended fuzzers specialized for different targets and using different heuristics. One of them is kernel-AFL (kAFL) [33], which is specialized in fuzzing kernels, instead of user-space programs. kAFL executes its target under a hypervisor and uses Intel’s Processor Trace technology to trace the control flow in a low-overhead and target-independent way. The authors identify the non-determinism introduced by interrupts and the state fullness of the system as obstacles to coverage-guided fuzzing of kernels. They address the non-determinism of interrupts by filtering out code transitions caused by them. Nyx is a fuzzer targeting hypervisors by running them nested inside a hypervisor with extremely quick snapshot restoration [34]. According to the authors, it achieves multiple thousands of restores per second on commodity hardware and can also be used to fuzz systems including kernels and applications. The snapshot-based rests eliminate differences in the state between runs and allow very complicated targets. A different, yet important part of the fuzzing process is the selection of mutators. The authors of the MOPT mutation scheduler noted, that the efficiency of AFL’s default mutators differs between test cases and introduced a scheduler that measures the efficiency of each mutator and derives a probability distribution for choosing the next mutator to apply [35]. The approach of this thesis combines techniques from the areas mentioned above into a fuzzer guided by system state coverage to generate inputs maximizing the worst observed execution time.
Chapter 4

Problem Analysis

As described in Chapter 3, the problem of finding the WCET of an application in isolation is well explored using static and measurement timing analysis. As pointed out by Schneider [7] in 2002, analyzing the WCET of RTOS services and applications in isolation is not very effective. On the RTOS side lacking information about call parameters and context for example lead to pessimistic analysis. From the application perspective, the presence of multitasking raises issues wherever memory or other resources are shared because values for loop bounds and branches might be changed by interfering tasks, which again is dependent on the scheduler [7]. Since then static analyzers have started integrating aspects of the RTOS into a whole system WCRT analysis [1]. At first by tailoring the OS to be suited for a static analysis based on the state transitions and later to use user-provided source annotations to derive the necessary control flow facts [1], [24], [25]. To my knowledge measurement-based approaches currently do not leverage system awareness to optimize their searches.

A disadvantage of these static analysis methods is poor scalability due to the large number of states which need to be considered, even if many of them are infeasible in practice [1]. Measurement-based methods only encounter a small subset of the feasible states and have to optimize their search. This thesis focuses on measurement-based methods due to their better scaling potential. As mentioned in Chapter 3 genetic algorithms have been successfully used for searching long-executing inputs in the past [3], [4]. A potential problem for such an algorithm in a whole system setting is to explore the possible control flows sufficiently using a limited number of inputs per generation. In other contexts, such as finding runtime errors, dynamic testing using coverage-guided fuzzing is very popular and successful [6]. It uses a genetic algorithm to efficiently cover all possible branches in the control flow and keep the relevant inputs in its corpus and should therefore be better suited to explore a system-wide control flow than a black-box approach while being easier to implement than white-box techniques. This raises the main questions that this thesis aims to address. The first is whether coverage-guided fuzzing techniques are also effective
in discovering the worst-case inputs of real-time systems. The other is if such an approach can be improved by considering the global control flow between multiple tasks and using their coverage to guide the fuzzer. A third, less central question of this thesis is whether execution counts derived from a theoretical IPET-based static analyzer could be used as an alternative guiding mechanism for the fuzzer to produce a witness input for the statically determined edges.

As the question about the global control flow implies, this thesis focuses on execution time differences caused by the global control flow between tasks and interrupts. Hardware effects are disregarded. More details about the system model used for this thesis can be found in Section 5.1. Chapter 5 describes the fuzzing concept in detail, while Chapter 6 describe an implementation of these concepts. An evaluation of the implementation in terms of the guiding questions can be found in Chapter 7.
Chapter 5

Concept

This chapter describes how system-aware coverage-based fuzzing can be used to address the problems described in Chapter 4, namely finding an input close to the WCRT of a small real-time system. It describes the methods and reasoning for them only in the abstract, implementation details can be found in Chapter 6. The first section of this chapter is dedicated to the model of the system used in this thesis and the implementation of its approaches.

5.1 System Model

This thesis focuses on execution time differences caused by the global control flow between tasks and interrupts, as well as scheduling while disregarding hardware effects. The model used for this purpose assumes an RTOS (the implementation uses a library OS) with periodic and aperiodic, fixed priority, preemptive tasks with task notifications and message queue, in addition to interrupt handling. It is running on an emulator which does not simulate hardware effects such as caches and execution pipelines. The emulated machine is a uniprocessor system. The system runs until reaching the end of the first hyperperiod, which marks the WCRT of the system’s main task. For simplicity’s sake this thesis makes some assumptions about the effects of an interrupt:

To keep the input simple and things like minimum inter-arrival time out of scope, this thesis assumes only one kind of incoming IRQ with a minimum inter-arrival time longer than the hyperperiod of the system. Since the approach in this thesis is a state-aware fuzzer it is necessary to ensure the effects of interrupts are visible in the state transition graph. Therefore, an additional assumption is made, which is that the only effect of the interrupt handler on the system state is to unblock/enable an aperiodic task, which would then show up as a state transition when the task runs. To limit the growth of the STG one last assumption is made, which is that the priority of the interrupt-activated task is relatively low compared to the other tasks. This limits the number of branches in the STG.
caused by different interrupt times since only a few tasks can be preempted because of it. While this last assumption is not necessary for the concepts described in this thesis to work, it is advantageous to them. No further assumptions about the effects of interrupts are made.

Under this hardware model, the main timing effects caused by interrupts are the overhead of interrupt handling, scheduling and context switching, as well as the execution time of the newly activated task, if it causes a priority inversion. A priority inversion occurs if a middle priority task (activated by the interrupt in this case) preempts a low priority task which is blocking a high-priority task [12].

5.2 Fuzzing for execution time

The general setup and software used for this thesis originate from fuzzers used for finding runtime errors and security bugs. Fortunately the common fuzzing loop (see Figure 2.1) is very similar to existing genetic execution time maximization methods discussed in Chapter 3 [3]. In both cases, inputs need to be executed, rated, mutated and prioritized in some way. Figure 2.1 shows an abstract overview of a generic fuzzer setup. The main difference is the rating and prioritization, which translates to the feedback and corpus scheduler components. Common fuzzers keep inputs in their corpus for at least as long as they cover a unique code path, instead of only keeping a fixed number of inputs per generation. This is connected with the rating since the feedback in coverage-based fuzzers decides not only on a fitness function but also whether a new edge is covered.

The most straightforward approach to create a coverage-based fuzzer for execution time is to change the feedback and scheduler. The feedback has to reward inputs that increase the number of times a control flow edge is executed, not just when an edge is executed for the first time. Also, the scheduler needs to prioritize inputs with high execution times in some way when selecting the next input from the corpus. Choosing only the top-performing one from the corpus would drastically limit the choices and increase the risk of getting stuck in a local maximum. An alternative is to prioritize all inputs which reach the highest execution time amongst some subsets of inputs. For example one subset for each edge in the CFG (see Chapter 6 for details [36]). Figure 5.1 shows an overview of this concept, where the changed components are highlighted when compared to a basic fuzzer. The new components are a feedback rewarding increases in the execution count of edges, and a scheduler that prioritizes the test cases with the highest execution time amongst any set of inputs that cover a specific CFG edge each.

The approach of this thesis also extends beyond the coverage information typically used, which are execution counts (or just one bit) of the edges between basic blocks in the CFG. For this purpose, the execution times and a measured system state transition coverage are combined to rate inputs for inclusion in the corpus and prioritization of inputs from the
corpus. For the feedback, this means including an input to the corpus if it increases the execution time of a system-state path or a component of it. The scheduler is preferring inputs that trigger the worst execution time for a path or component of one. More details about how system state transitions are used can be found in the next section.

5.3 Utilizing the state transition graph

As described in Chapter 2, CFGs can be extended to a graph of system states. This section describes how the necessary information is captured and utilized, as well as the effects of interrupts on the STG.

Tracing state transitions

The concepts of atomic basic blocks, system states and state transitions were described in Chapter 2. Unlike the concepts introduced by static analysis approaches, the approach of this thesis does not construct the CFG or the complete STG statically. The lack of CFG means ABBs are also not known to the analysis and a different method for distinguishing states is needed. For the purpose of this thesis, the execution is split at the context
switches between tasks. Such a switch can be caused by calling an RTOS routine or a timer or other asynchronous event. At those points the following information about the state and previous block gets collected:

1. Current task’s name
2. Current task’s priority
3. Current task’s base priority
4. Current task’s number of mutexes held
5. Current task’s task notification state and value
6. Info 1-5 for each task in the ready state
7. PC before last jump/system call, which is an approximation for the ABB boundaries

Each resulting block of execution thus contains only the execution of the one active task and RTOS kernel routines. Figure 5.2 depicts a fuzzer in which the executor hooks into

**Figure 5.2:** Abstract overview of a fuzzer using system-state information. The real-time system shown in the middle is in a state where some Task C is running and just sent a notification to a higher priority Task A using the RTOS API. An observer collects those states.

the execution of the target at the moment of a context switch, caused by a notification
that unblocks a task of higher priority.

Multiple state traces can be combined into an STG, like the one depicted in Figure 5.3. It represents a small application that processes input data using three redundant replicates (triple modular redundancy (TMR)), of which the third one is optionally activated when the first two disagree. It can follow one of three paths. Either terminate early during data sampling due to lacking data, finish the run after two replicates or use the third one. Branches in a state block are highlighted by different program counters.

In STGs used in this thesis, different paths with the same prefix and suffix are never merged (until the common end state), which means the directed graph is almost a tree. This was done for simplicity’s sake and because none of the mutators proposed in the next paragraph would benefit from merging branches. Apart from constructing a graph, it is also possible to collect and use the traces (paths in the STG) of the states as is for coverage.

**Maximizing execution time using the STG**

To maximize the total execution time it is necessary to trigger the worst possible task activation pattern and thus path through the system state graph, as well as maximize each task’s execution time within the confines of that path. The approach of this thesis uses coverage-guided fuzzing to explore the complete graph and maximize each path’s execution time. The necessary state information is gathered from the emulator running the target as described in the previous paragraph. As mentioned in the previous section, the collected information is used by multiple heuristics for rating, mutating and scheduling of inputs: The rating is performed by a feedback function that identifies which part of the system state graph an input covers, and based on the execution time decides if the input should be included in the corpus. This coverage over the graph may be interpreted in different ways, analogous to path and statement coverage in classical CFGs. The simplest method is to treat each complete system state path as one category for coverage and update the corpus whenever the worst observed execution time for a category increases. This does not require the graph to be present as a data structure, since a hash over the trace is sufficient to distinguish different paths. The other, more granular approach treats each system state
as a category and updates the corpus if even just one block has an increased execution time.

The common algorithm for selecting preferred inputs from the corpus for mutation (as used in LibAFL [36]) works by selecting an input that has the worst observed execution time of all inputs in one of the coverage categories. This can be achieved with either complete path traces or single states in the graph. Both the feedback and corpus prioritization are based on existing coverage-guided fuzzers, which would take each unique CFG edge as such a category [36].

![Figure 5.4: A System-State aware fuzzer to maximize execution time. Arrows indicate information flow. Differences to Figure 5.1 are highlighted in blue.](image)

The last component of the fuzzer which can use the information from the system state graph is the mutation stage. This thesis explores three different mutators specifically:

- The simplest one randomly replaces one input snippet or a complete suffix.
- Another mutator manipulates when an interrupt will fire and causes an asynchronous event to occur. Details on interrupts and their effects follow in the next section.
- The most advanced proposed mutator combines snippets from different inputs on the same trace to maximize the execution time of the whole trace. This mutator in particular is very powerful under certain assumptions. The first assumption is that an input to the system is read in small chunks over the course of the execution and the progress can be tracked. This tracking of which input was read during which part of the execution trace enables a primitive form
5.4 Fuzzing for Interrupts

Real-time systems may need to handle and respond to some interrupt requests (IRQ) from external sources, be it from sensors or communication for example. Therefore, the executor of the fuzzer needs the ability to activate the virtual IRQs of the target at certain times. The straightforward way to include this in the fuzzing process is to include the time of the interrupts into the input as an offset from the virtual system start.

In addition, to support interrupts in the executor it is also desirable to make other components of the fuzzer aware of the inputs for interrupt times. In particular, the mutators based on system state information need to be aware of which part of the input is reserved for the interrupt time. The mutator described in the last section, which combines parts of the input, needs to be aware that the time inputs are consumed immediately. Additional mutators can be constructed for the time input. The simplest one just shifts the time of the interrupt activation into another state block in the graph, which would ensure the value is meaningful and also helps explore all possible placements. Since hardware effects are disregarded (see Section 5.1), shifting the interrupt this way has only a limited effect on the preemption overhead, but the activated task can still interact with the global control flow in arbitrary ways.

5.5 Fuzzing with known edge counts

Apart from exploring and discovering long-running inputs on its own, a fuzzer can in theory be used to search a witness input for the result of a static timing analysis. This section assumes that the number of executions of each CFG edge for the worst case is available as an input for fuzzing, to generate inputs with similar numbers.

A straightforward genetic algorithm exploiting this assumption works by determining the
difference between the set of observed and given edges and only selecting the $k$ most similar (for some $k$) inputs for the next generation. One method to calculate the difference between the sets is a variation of the mean square error method. Assuming $o_{ij}$ is the number of times the edge between basic blocks $i \in B$ to $j \in B$ was executed and $t_{ij}$ is the same for the set of edges from the worst-case analysis, the fitness can be defined as 
\[
\text{fitness}(o, t) = 1 \div \sum_{i \in B} \sum_{j \in B} (o_{ij} - t_{ij})^2.
\]
Translating this algorithm to a fuzzer is not as straightforward. Since feedbacks in fuzzers only determine whether to include an input to the corpus, in this case, the feedback needs to include an input only if it has a fitness greater than all previous inputs. For selecting the next input to mutate it is desirable to have multiple options to avoid getting stuck in a local maximum. This can be solved using a corpus that weights the inputs according to their fitness and chooses randomly, thereby preferring multiple of the fittest inputs. Such a scheduler was not implemented for this thesis, but a simple queue was chosen instead. Also, due to the lack of a suitable static analysis method to determine the targets this use case was only evaluated using the edges of the known worst-case input to a program. Since the prototype for this concept only consists of the described feedback function, it needs no further elaboration in Chapter 6. Overall this novel use case is not the main focus of this thesis but might become relevant in future works if compatible static analyzers are available.

5.6 Resume

The previous sections present two coverage-based fuzzers aiming to maximize the execution time of their targets. The simpler one uses a variation of the AFL’s feedback function with a corpus scheduler aiming to maximize execution time. It is shown in Figure 5.1. A second, more complex fuzzer is shown in Figure 5.4. Compared to the first one it traces the states of the execution of an input and adds a scheduler and mutations to make use of this additional information. Depending on the chosen configuration it can either use coverage over complete state paths or individual states in the STG. All fuzzers can optionally let the executor inject interrupts into the target, which simulates an important part of real systems.
Chapter 6

Implementation

This chapter focuses on the implementation of the concepts explained in Chapter 5. The implementation consists of an emulator running a target and the fuzzer around the emulator controlling it as part of its fuzzing loop. The last major component is the target for the fuzzer, which consists of an RTOS with multiple tasks forming an application. The first section presents the components and their interaction, while the other sections detail how they are implemented.

6.1 Overview

Figure 6.1 shows a detailed overview of the three components and their subcomponents in an STG-based fuzzer. The approach presented in this thesis is implemented using LibAFL, a modular fuzzing library [36]. It provides the overall architecture of observers, feedbacks, corpus and the mutation stage, as well as an interface to a modified version of QEMU to execute target code [9]. The RTOS used in this thesis is FreeRTOS [16].

The version of QEMU with LibAFL’s instrumentation is built as a library and exposes additional functions to components called QemuHelpers. The example in Figure 6.1 contains three of them. QemuEdgeHelper hooks into QEMU’s code generation to trace the flow between basic blocks. It is a standard component in LibAFL. QemuSnapshotHelper resets the state of the virtual machine after each run. It is specific to the implementation of this thesis, because by default LibAFL works on user-mode emulation instead of fully emulated machines. The last helper is QemuSysStateHelper, which is responsible for extracting state information from the target OS at specified times. In the figure, it is triggered at a system call in the target system.

Whenever an execution is complete the helpers expose their potential results to observers for further processing. The MapObserver observes a bitmap that gets filled by the callbacks from the EdgeHelper. This observer reconstructs them into a hash table of basic block edges with execution counts, which is used in the fuzzing approach that takes known
execution counts as input to compare with this hash table. The \texttt{SysStateObserver} takes a series of state dumps produced by the \texttt{StateHelper} and processes them into a reduced form. The last observer is the \texttt{ClockObserver}, which converts QEMU execution time from instructions executed to nanoseconds and stores the resulting time. This is more precise than LibAFL’s default, which has to measure host time because QEMU’s user-mode emulation lacks precise measurement.

Once observers have performed their work the feedbacks take their information. Both \texttt{MaxMapFeedback} and either \texttt{SysStateFeedback} or \texttt{GraphFeedback} rate if an input is interesting according to the concepts described in Chapter 5. Along with \texttt{ClockFeedback}, they attach certain metadata to the test case if it is considered interesting. Of those feedbacks, \texttt{MaxMapFeedback} and \texttt{ClockFeedback} are based on default LibAFL components, while the others are created from scratch for the work presented in this thesis.

Once a test case is executed and feedbacks have been processed the next input has to be chosen. This is done by a \texttt{GraphCorpusScheduler} or \texttt{StateCorpusScheduler} using the
metadata attached by the feedbacks. The schedulers used for this thesis are based on a standard component from LibAFL, with modified prioritization.

Once chosen from the corpus the next input gets mutated in the mutation stage using multiple different mutators. LibAFL contains a default set of mutators that are also used by AFL, called HavocMutators [6]. The mutators GraphSnippetCross, RandomSnippet and InterruptShifter are using metadata about state transitions. The choice of mutators to apply is performed by another scheduler already implemented in LibAFL.

### 6.2 Real-Time Operating System

One approach of this thesis is to estimate the WCRT of real-time systems using the states of a whole system. A small real-time operating system is ideal to achieve this, because it is easier to understand and the state has to capture fewer variables. Its authors describe FreeRTOS as a "market-leading RTOS for small microprocessors", which makes it a valuable target for WCRT analysis tools [16]. It features fixed priority-based preemptive scheduling. The following paragraphs describe how the FreeRTOS-based test application receives input and what constitutes its state.

#### Input Model

To fuzz the system it needs to receive some input that influences the behavior of the system. In real-world systems, there can be multiple sources of input. For example, sensors can be read synchronously as part of a task. Another example is asynchronous communication over a universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) component used for serial communication.

The target system in this implementation is running under emulation. Theoretically, this allows reproducing arbitrary synchronous and asynchronous inputs to the system transparently by emulating the necessary input devices. In practice, the emulation of real input devices for the system is out of scope for this thesis. The target system is built to simulate a sensor reading from values in memory instead, written by the fuzzer. Whenever a task reads input from this memory it increments a counter by the number of bytes read, which allows the instrumentation to track in which states the input was read. Asynchronous communication is simulated by handling a UART interrupt injected by the fuzzer. Details on the interrupt generation and memory access can be found in Section 6.4.

#### Target-specific instrumentation

The fuzzer needs to gather some information from the RTOS which make up the state of the system. FreeRTOS is very minimal and usually operates in a single address space. Its kernel functions are directly exposed as library functions to the task code. Compared to
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general-purpose OSs which use system calls and switch in execution mode this complicates the notion of system states and transitions described in Chapter 2. This is because ABBs, which are defined as single entry and exit regions do not necessarily end at the point where the kernel functions are called but might extend inside them. From the implementation side, this raises the issue of where the cutoff point for a state should be and how it can be reliably intercepted by the instrumentation. Some options would be the entry points of all kernel API functions, points where critical regions of the kernel are entered, or the point where task switches occur. For this thesis, the interrupt handler which manages task switches is used, because this single point can easily be intercepted in the emulator. The consequence of choosing this point is, that each block of execution ending in a system state starts with the handler and usually ends after the kernel API code was executed. This has the positive side effect that a critical section just ended, and all data structures are in a consistent state. A disadvantage is that since the last instruction before the task switch handler is always in the kernel it hides which branches in the task were taken and what function call caused the task switch. This issue is addressed by the emulator, which records the outgoing address of each jump from application (task) code to the kernel functions. The necessary separation is performed by injecting markers into the symbol table of the FreeRTOS application during linking. These additional symbols mark the beginning and end of the application codes region. Each jump that originates in the application code is recorded. Section 6.4 describes in detail how the emulator instrumentation intercepts the handler/jumps and which information it gathers from the system.

6.3 Fuzzer

The fuzzer is built using LibAFL, a fully modular library to build fast and scalable fuzzers for custom targets [36]. It also comes with a library of ready-to-use modules for different targets and fuzzing techniques. This modularity and ease of modification is the key factor for choosing it as the framework for this thesis.

Modularity

LibAFL divides a fuzzer into multiple concepts, such as observers, executors, feedbacks, inputs, corpora and mutators [10]. Executors are an abstraction over some software that can run the target. In the case of this thesis, it is a modified version of LibAFL’s QemuExecutor, which is described in the next section. After an execution observers extract information from the target and feedbacks rate the relevance of the result. If a result is interesting the corresponding input gets added to the corpus of known inputs and eventually gets mutated. A comprehensive overview of modular components used in the implementation is given in Section 6.1.
System State Graph

During the execution of the target, callbacks from QemuSysStateHelper are called. One such callback reads the current *task control block* (TCB) and the priority lists of executable tasks from the emulator’s memory. Details on the extraction from memory can be found in Section 6.4. After execution of the target, a list of this recorded information gets post-processed by the SysStateObserver. The only information preserved from the run is a list of state snapshots containing the following information:

- **start_tick**: Time when the task began executing
- **end_tick**: The time when the snapshot was taken and a different task will enter execution
- **last_pc**: Last position of the program counter in the area of the application code
- **input_counter**: Counter how many bytes of the input have been read up until the end of this block
- **current_task**: TCB of the current task, mainly contains its name, current- and base priority, notification state and number of mutexes held
- **ready_list_after**: Priority sorted list of TCBs which are ready for execution

If the fuzzer uses the SysStateFeedback, it computes a hash of the list of state snapshots, excluding the timing-related information. These hashes are looked up in a hash table and if a previous entry is found the latest run will only be marked as interesting if its execution time exceeds the one stored in the hash table, which gets updated in this case. If the hash of the latest run is not found it will be rated as interesting and its execution time and trace length will be saved. If a GraphFeedback is used instead of SysStateFeedback the decision is more complex. First, this list of state snapshots gets inserted into the system state graph by GraphFeedback. The graph consists of nodes that share most of the attributes of the state snapshots, except the input-related properties like the input bytes and times, which are collected as tuples in a list. During the update, the list of states is iterated while the graph is traversed at the same time. Whenever the list contains a state which does not correspond to a current graph node it gets inserted into the graph. Otherwise, the new input information is compared to the list of inputs in the graph node. If the new input shows a property which makes it interesting, such as taking the most/least amount of time or being the longest/shortest input, it gets added to the node. Once the iteration ends and if at least one node was updated or added the input is regarded as interesting and will be added to the corpus.
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Mutation

The three mutations described in Chapter 5 use the metadata of the test cases in combination with the graph generated by a GraphFeedback. Particularly the mutator which aims to combine snippets of different runs (GraphSnippetCross) needs the information when input was read. The states in the STG track which inputs triggered it and how far the input was read in each case. This number is tracked by a variable that is updated by the target system. By comparing the number of input bytes in a state with the number for its predecessor it is possible to determine which part of the input field was read by the task in this state block. The mutator combines these input snippets by traversing a path through the STG and picking one of these input snippets at each state it visits. The assumption behind this mutator is that a part of the input being read determines the behavior of the application’s tasks mainly for the time until the next part of the input is read (as mentioned in Section 5.1). As such combining these snippets which are known to lead to the same paths in the STG allows to form a new input for the same path. This new input may have a longer total execution time than any of the other inputs on the path because it can combine the snippets which cause the longest observed execution time in parts of the state path. This means it is focused on exploiting the information in the STG to generate overall longer executing inputs. The other mutator which uses the snippets (RandomSnippet) simply randomizes one snippet in an input to potentially trigger a different branch in the STG or prolong parts of the execution. It is more focused on exploring the STG. The last mutator that uses the STG (InterruptShifter) just selects a state block from the trace and sets the interrupt input to trigger some time during that block.

These mutators are added to a list of mutators which also contains a pre-defined list of mutators called HavocMutators, provided by LibAFL. This list contains a large collection of byte- and multibyte-operators for swapping, copying, incrementing, deleting and more, as well as cross mutating parts with other inputs. This cross-mutation is different from the graph-based mutator, as that one targets specific inputs per state block in the graph. The collection of mutators gets applied to the inputs by a mutation scheduler, which is implemented in LibAFL and based on MOPT [35], a scheduler that tracks the effectiveness of each mutator to optimize their selection probability.

6.4 Emulation

The default QemuExecutor executes user-mode binaries in QEMU’s user-mode emulation, while the implementation in this thesis loads a kernel into a QEMU-emulated system. In this case, QEMU is responsible for ensuring the target is in the same state for each execution, loading fuzzing inputs and terminating the execution once the relevant part of the code is done executing. The input handling (apart from interrupts) works mostly the
same in both user-mode and system-mode cases, where the input is written to a static array in the target using QEMU’s memory-access functions. Resetting the target to the same initial state is usually not necessary in user-mode because the targets are often libraries, which are designed to be executed multiple times without keeping a state between runs.

The work presented in this thesis uses QEMU’s native snapshot feature to save and restore the entire virtual machine for the system-mode. Terminating the finished execution is handled using breakpoints in both user-mode and system-mode. Additionally, QEMU is responsible to execute callbacks that gather information from the guest’s memory.

Guest Memory Access

To gather information from the target it is necessary to read from its memory and parse the data structures for consumption in the fuzzer. The required information is present in the target memory in the form of target-specific data structures. For FreeRTOS those include a reference to the currently active task control block and a priority list of tasks ready for execution. This presents three problems: First, the memory location of the structures has to be found. Second, the structures need to be read from the emulator. Third, the structures need to be interpreted, as they originate from a different architecture and refer to a different address space.

The first problem is solved using the symbols found in the executable and linking format (ELF) table of the target’s kernel, which contains the addresses of static pointers to all relevant structures. The second problem is solved using QEMU’s API, which offers the function `cpu_physical_memory_read` to read a variable amount of memory from the target at a specified virtual address. The third problem is more complicated. The emulated target in the work presented in this thesis was a 32bit ARM machine, while the host was a 64bit AMD64 machine. Since the size definitions are different, the memory representation of structs is not portable and they can not simply be interpreted by using the original c header files. This problem was solved by an architecture-dependent prototype. It uses bindgen\textsuperscript{1} to create rust bindings for the struct definitions and then replaces the types in the resulting definitions with size-equivalent types to the target architecture. Since the alignment of the resulting struct is equivalent, this simple process allows the interpretation of extracted memory as structs. A more generalized solution for this problem would use the struct layout information in the debug information of the target generated by the target compiler and stored in the DWARF format\textsuperscript{2}. Furthermore, even if a struct (and each one its fields point) gets translated correctly it’s pointers still refer to a different address space and can not be dereferenced. This is solved by inserting the struct and each struct it points to (recursively) into a hash table with its virtual address as the key. This allows

\textsuperscript{1}https://github.com/rust-lang/rust-bindgen
\textsuperscript{2}https://dwarfstd.org/doc/dwarf_1_1_0.pdf
the host to follow the pointers in the snapshot through hash table lookups instead of direct dereferencing.

**Interrupts**

As described in Chapter 5, interrupts at pre-determined times are part of the input to the executor. More specifically this implementation assumes no more than one interrupt within the first hyperperiod of the application. This is implemented by reserving at least two bytes at the start of the input which get interpreted as the number of instructions to execute until the interrupt gets fired. Those bytes are not copied into the VM memory. The number of instructions is also offset by the known number of instructions it takes for the RTOS to finish its basic setup and start the application. This cuts down the input space of the interrupt time by eliminating times when interrupts are not enabled yet. Timing the interrupt is done in QEMU using a `ptimer`, which waits for a specified virtual time (a multiple of the virtual clock) to execute a callback function. The callback to raise the interrupt request is dependent on the virtual hardware. This thesis focuses on ARM processors using the *Nested Vectored Interrupt Controller* (NVIC), which supports setting the desired interrupt to pending inside of QEMU. Inside the RTOS an interrupt handler has to be registered for the activated IRQ.

**Execution time measurements**

The measured execution time in QEMU is taken by counting the executed instructions. This is a simplified model compared to established timing analysis tools. This is unrealistic for advanced processors, as it ignores memory latency and with it the associated effects of caches, as well as effects on the processor’s pipeline, such as branch (mis-)predictions. Since the goal of this approach is not to give guaranteed upper bounds but to find inputs that approximate the worst possible path through the global whole system (see 5.1), this level of abstraction is sufficient for a proof of concept. If the fuzzing approach proves its usefulness, switching to an accurate emulator is possible.

**Limitations**

Due to an unknown reason snapshots that were taken after some execution time always showed the same final execution time after resuming and finishing. Therefore, the overhead of booting the RTOS is included in every run, which takes up the majority of the emulator runtime in small examples. Another limitation of QEMU is that it does not simulate hardware effects of the target platform. This is reflected in the system model this thesis assumes (see Section 5.1), as well as the previous paragraph.
Chapter 7

Evaluation

This chapter details the evaluation of the fuzzer described in previous chapters, with the goal of answering the guiding questions of this thesis. These are: Are coverage-guided fuzzing techniques effective in discovering system inputs with long execution times? Can the coverage guidance be improved by using the STG? Can know CFG-edge counts (e.g. from an IPET-based static analysis) be used to guide the fuzzer to generate a witness input with those edges (i.e. a worst-case input)?

Since there is no prior work available that is directly comparable, this evaluation only uses comparisons amongst the techniques described in Chapter 5. To do this the first section will describe the application used for testing the fuzzer. The following sections will evaluate the performance of multiple fuzzer configurations in two different scenarios, one with an asynchronous event and one without. In an additional last scenario, the fuzzer tries to replicate pre-determined counts of control-flow edges, simulating what a fuzzer could achieve in a hybrid scenario with a hypothetical IPET-based method.

7.1 Evaluation setup

The fuzzing loop was set up using LibAFL\(^1\) version 0.7.1, and its QEMU fork\(^2\) LibAFL’s QEMU instrumentation was extended to allow running in system-mode. This meant adding library hooks for LibAFL to save and reload the virtual machine, for injecting interrupts and setting breakpoints to terminate the target upon finishing execution. Additional instrumentation was added to instrument generation and execution of jump instructions. The instrumentation had to be backported to upstream QEMU\(^3\) version 6.1.1 because a bug\(^4\) in version 6.2.0 prevented saving the virtual machine on certain emulated ARM machines.

\(^{1}\)https://github.com/AFLplusplus/LibAFL/
\(^{2}\)https://github.com/AFLplusplus/qemu-libafl-bridge/
\(^{3}\)https://gitlab.com/qemu-project/qemu
\(^{4}\)https://gitlab.com/qemu-project/qemu/-/issues/803
Figure 7.1: System-State Graph for the test case, an example of TMR processing of inputs with an optional third replicate. Nodes represent states with their task name shown. Multiple names in one node indicate basic blocks of multiple states. It contains 11 different paths from start to end. 4 of them are early terminations in the Sampler, caused by insufficient input. 3 of them end in the Voter after ReplB agrees with ReplA. 4 of them end in the Voter after ReplC resolves the disagreement.
7.2. TEST CASE

The target was based on FreeRTOS\textsuperscript{5} version v202111. It was built from the demo\textsuperscript{6} application for QEMU's mps2-an385 model, which features an ARM Cortex M3. Details of the application used for testing are described in the next section.

The evaluation of the fuzzers is performed on a quad-core AMD Ryzen\textsuperscript{™} 3 2200G with three different fuzzer instances running in parallel. Each fuzzer instance runs the fuzzing loop in a single thread and using one instance of QEMU. While LibAFL allows parallelizing the fuzzing process easily and this was successfully tested with the fuzzers implemented in this thesis, it was not used for the final evaluation. The reason for that is to avoid any synchronization when writing out the execution times and producing a sequence of executions where each one is based on all available information so far, without delays due to synchronization of fuzzing states between instances. Parallel fuzzing would reach the same number of executions quicker, but since multiple single-threaded fuzzers are run in parallel this does not decrease the overall runtime of the evaluation.

The key metric to evaluate the fuzzers is their efficiency in discovering long execution times. It is tracked by the value of the WOET over the number of executions, which is a proxy for time. Since the fuzzing process does not have a stop criterion (in absence of knowing the WCET or its input), all experiments need to have some limit. The time was arbitrarily chosen as one hour, because the fuzzing progress has started to flatten off until then in every case. Over a long enough time, any testing method which allows mutating the input to completely random values would converge to the worst-case, as it can always be randomly selected, even if that is unlikely. So the expectation is for the WOET of every fuzzing method to converge towards the worst case, the speed of this convergence is a result of the fuzzers efficiency.

During fuzzing all execution times get recorded. Each fuzzer starts with the same initial input in the corpus but different seeds for the random number generator for all further actions. Each configuration is run ten times to average the maximum execution time seen up until a certain number of executions. Averaging of multiple results is done because the progress and results of individual runs show a great variance, so the average in addition to the standard deviation is more representative.

7.2 Test Case

The goal for the test case is to be small and present multiple ways to lengthen execution times and reach new states. The test application which was chosen aims to mimic a real-time system that reads a sensor and performs a computation on the value using triple modular redundancy, with the third replicate being only called if the first two disagree. On disagreement of all three replicates, the process will be re-tried three times, including

\textsuperscript{5}https://www.freertos.org/index.html
\textsuperscript{6}https://www.freertos.org/freertos-on-qemu-mps2-an385-model.html
data sampling. Once the voter receives two agreeing results the vote succeeds and the hyperperiod ends and execution gets halted by the emulator. The idea is that the worst execution time is reached only if the longest possible state trace gets reached and each value processed gets optimized to maximize the duration of the processing in the replicates. This scenario should allow the STG-based fuzzer to explore all paths and combine parts of the worst-performing inputs for each retry into one long-running input. The combination of parts is possible because parts of the input are largely independent, apart from triggering state transitions.

In the application, this concept manifests as a sampler, voter and replicates A, B and C. The sampler reads two bytes of input each time. Faults in replicates A and B are triggered by one of the bytes being divisible by certain numbers. Those numbers change per retry. The work performed by each replicate consists of iterations dependent on the value read. This makes it necessary for the fuzzer to discover multiple magic numbers to reach different system state paths which increases the difficulty of finding the worst path. It also necessitates further optimization within a path or state. Figure 7.1 shows the full state transition graph of the system without asynchronous events. Each node represents a state and is labeled by the name of its task. Linear stretches in the graph (basic blocks) have been summarized into nodes with multiple names for readability. It shows 11 different paths through the whole execution. The worst case of the system is reached when each byte in the input has the maximum value which is divisible by whatever number is demanded by replicates A and B to fail. Early terminations from the sampler task are possible if the input is too short. The worst-case inputs are known by construction and lead to the WCET of 375707 without interrupts and 379033 with an interrupt at its worst-case position. The worst-case position for the interrupt is where it activates a task at a point that causes the highest possible scheduling overhead before becoming active. Preemption overhead due to cache effects is not considered in the system model.

Overall this application offers a scenario where the fuzzer needs to first discover the next stage of the retry and then needs to exploit an existing path to reach alternative inputs per stage to reach higher execution times. If an asynchronous interrupt is injected, it will unblock a task without data dependency on the rest of the system. This task has a higher priority than the sampler, but nothing else. This leads to a scenario, where the maximum delay from the interrupt can be caused by triggering it after the sampler is active but before the samplers last activation. The newly activated task cause a priority inversion for the next activation of the sampler and maximum scheduling overhead until then.

One last noteworthy detail about the test case is that most of the execution time (at least 347870 ticks) gets spent on setting up the OS and tasks. For this reason, the comparisons in the following sections are only focused on the execution after the first application task starts executing. Before then no input to the system is read or has any effects on the execution.
7.3 Configurations for comparison

As explained in Chapters 5 and 6, multiple alternatives for each of the key fuzzer components have been developed. Each of them uses a different combination of the components from Section 6.1. This evaluation focuses on comparing the following interesting configurations (common components are not listed):

- **random**: Black-box fuzzer using inputs
- **afl_queue**: `MaxMapFeedback` with a queue-based scheduler
- **afl_mapmax**: `MaxMapFeedback` with a time maximizing scheduler
- **state**: `SysStateFeedback` with `StateCorpusScheduler`
- **state_afl**: Like state, additional `MaxMapFeedback`
- **graph**: `GraphFeedback` with `GraphCorpusScheduler`
- **graph_afl**: Like graph, additional `MaxMapFeedback`
- **graph_muta**: Like graph, but includes mutators utilizing the graph
- **graph_muta_afl**: Combines `graph_afl` and `graph_muta`
- **known_edges**: A fuzzer minimizing the difference to a set of target edges

7.4 Comparison of Fuzzing Methods

All following comparisons of the different configurations are based on average measurements over ten iterations with one hour each. Comparison graphs have markings for the worst-case execution time and the best execution time on the worst system path. The first set of comparisons assumes no asynchronous interrupts as input.

Figure 7.2 shows a comparison of the three main fuzzing setups. It shows that the AFL- and graph-based fuzzers perform almost the same, while the state-based fuzzer outperforms them and reaches close to the worst-case input. All of them reach relatively close to the worst-case and outperform random fuzzer by a wide margin. The random fuzzer did not even reach the worst possible state trace, as shown in the graph by the fact that it did not reach the lower bound set by the best case input which triggers the worst-case state-trace (referred to as worst trace).
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of WOET over time for multiple configurations. The x-axis is the number of inputs executed and the y-axis is the WOET until then. The state-based fuzzer outperforms the AFL- and graph-based ones. All three of them outperform the random fuzzer by a wide margin. The line called worst trace marks the execution time of the best-case input for the same state trace as the worst-case input.

Figure 7.3 compares the different configurations of the graph-based fuzzer in detail. It shows that additional feedbacks and mutators did not have a significant impact on the performance. The same can be observed for state-based fuzzers in Figure 7.4 which shows that the AFL-based feedback did not improve the state-based fuzzer. This is confirmed by Table 7.1 as the maximum execution time of all variants is well within the standard deviation of the base technique. The table also shows how close each WOET is to the WCET, while only counting the time since the start of the application code after 347870 ticks. The state-based fuzzer performs best with over 98% of the applications WCET. The lack of effects from the AFL-like feedback can be explained by the corpus size, which will be discussed later in this section. The lack of effect from mutators on the other hand is not as clear. One explanation for GraphSnippetCross not performing well is not picking long-running AFL snippets enough and also being limited by the number of available variants to combine. That is because identical states on different branches of the graph are not merged. It would also adversely affect the RandomSnippet mutator. The overall observation is that the additional mutators for the graph did not improve the fuzzing performance.
Figure 7.3: Comparison of graph-based coverage fuzzing with and without mutators and an AFL-like feedback. Neither the additional feedback nor the mutators show a significant impact. All of them reach close to the WCET.

Table 7.1: Average and standard deviation over max execution time during ten runs. The percentage of WCET describes how close each WOET is to the WCET. System setup time is discounted for this calculation, since application code starts after 347870 ticks.
Figure 7.4: Comparison of state-coverage fuzzing with and without additional AFL-like feedback. There is no significant difference visible. Both reach extremely close to the WCET.
As seen in Figure 7.5, the AFL-based fuzzers did not show a significant difference when using a simple queue corpus or a time maximizing scheduler, which may be explained by the extremely low number of total corpus elements for this fuzzer. This can be seen in Table 7.2. The low count of corpus elements de-emphasizes the importance of a scheduler because there are few to no corpus elements that have been overtaken in the number of every edge.

The low corpus size for the AFL-like feedback is surprising. Tests confirm that inputs which increase loop bounds do increase the edge execution counts accordingly. The feedback is set to reward every increase in the execution count, even of a single edge. One possible explanation for this observation is the difficulty of maximizing the total number of loop executions. The total number of execution for a loop does not only depend on one part of the input but the global control flow, which raises the risk of getting stuck in a local maximum. A concrete example for this might look like this: Assuming the loop in replicate A gets exercised 40 times during a run that terminated without a retry. Another run might exercise it 10 times on the first try and 25 times on a retry. From a global perspective, the second run is more valuable, because it leads to the longer system state path. Meanwhile, the first one might still be considered more interesting by the fuzzer, because it had a greater number of edge executions and potentially also execution time. This could lead a fuzzer to discover inputs that trigger all STG paths only once, but not discover increased
edge counts on them because previous local maxima overshadow the discoveries on the new
path.

The graph-based method and the mostly AFL-based method are extremely close to each

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Configuration} & \text{avg. corpus} & \sigma_{\text{corpus}} \\
\hline
\text{afl\_mapmax} & 8.1 & 0.88 \\
\text{state} & 94.2 & 18.20 \\
\text{graph} & 79.1 & 4.68 \\
\end{array}
\]

Table 7.2: Average corpus size and its standard deviation for the three main configurations

other. This is surprising since the graph-based method is an extension of the state-based
method. As seen in Table 7.2 the state-based method even adds more elements to its corpus
overall. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is, that the increased number of
inputs that the graph scheduler regards as relevant at the same time slows down the fuzzing
process. This is caused by the large number of states caused by every branch in the graph
and could be mitigated in future works by merging states from different branches.

The previous figures focussed on the WOET values over time, but it is also interesting
to observe the overall distribution of observed execution times because it shows how well
the fuzzer prioritizes long executing inputs. Figures 7.6a and 7.6b show histograms of
the execution times for the afl\_queue and state configurations. High frequencies of
long-running executions are desired, but neither of them shows this. While the overall
distribution is very similar, Figure 7.6b shows four distinct clusters of execution times,
separated by valleys. Those clusters are presumably caused by the system-state transition
graph and the fact, that the state fuzzer targets each path separately. As described in
Section 7.2, the application can retry the calculations multiple times if certain conditions
are met. The more pronounced clusters in Figure 7.6b may be explained by the fuzzer’s
scheduler, which continues to fuzz all paths, even after longer ones have been discovered.
Overall the configuration using unique end-to-end paths in the system transition graph
performed the best. It discovered progressively worse paths quickly and reached the overall
maximum the fastest. This shows that this basic degree of system-state awareness can
guide a fuzzer to the worst paths relatively quickly, while previous coverage-based fuzzers
are also able to reach close to the worst cases. The graph-based mutators have shown no
significant advantage over random mutators in a graph-based fuzzer, which itself also did
not significantly outperform the AFL-based feedback and scheduling.
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(a) Distribution of execution times in the afl_queue fuzzer. The large majority of executions had execution times below 355000 ticks.

(b) Distribution of execution times in the state fuzzer. The large majority of executions had timed below 355000 ticks. Multiple bumps in the distribution are visible, presumably corresponding to the major retry steps in the application.
7.5 Fuzzing with interrupts

![Figure 7.7](image)

Figure 7.7: Comparison of WOET over time for multiple configurations with active interrupts. The int suffix represents configurations with a mutator affecting interrupts. State- and graph-based fuzzers perform close to each other, while the AFL-based configurations perform much worse.

The previous section focussed only on the input directly consumed by the target application while disabling interrupts. As can be seen in figure 7.7, when enabling interrupts and firing them based on the input, the performance of the AFL-like fuzzer suffers from worse performance than with disabled interrupts. All other variants meanwhile perform very similarly to each other and again reach close to the new worst-case execution time. The on average best performing fuzzer was state_afl, which reached an average maximum of 377485 ticks during one hour of fuzzing. The manually constructed WCET was 379033 ticks, while the application code of the system only starts execution at 347870 ticks. All execution before that point consists of the initialization of the RTOS and the application tasks. This means the fuzzer found a case that causes the application to reach 95.0% of its WCET on average, while random fuzzing on average reaches about 56.4% of the worst-case during one hour of fuzzing. afl_mapmax reached an average maximum of 371465 ticks, which covers around 75.7% of the worst-case execution time. As Table 7.3 shows, the size of the corpus is massively increased for all fuzzers, which emphasizes the importance of the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>avg. corpus</th>
<th>$\sigma_{corpus}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>afl_mapmax</td>
<td>340.3</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td>1365.3</td>
<td>70.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph</td>
<td>2392.3</td>
<td>111.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Average corpus size and its standard deviation for the three main configurations with an interrupt included in the input corpus scheduler to prioritize the most promising inputs. The even worse performance of the afl_queue configuration confirms that the corpus scheduler for CFG edges does indeed increase performance, but was insignificant in the case without interrupts. The likely explanation for the performance degradation of the CFG edge-based fuzzers is the increased number of unique edges resulting from the interrupts. Inputs that interrupt the target in a new block produce new edges and thus create new interesting inputs. This observation is consistent with prior work on kernel fuzzing [33]. The same effect is not as pronounced for the graph and state-based fuzzers, because the implementation of the interrupt handler only activates a task that can diverge the state path in a limited number of states.

7.6 **Scalability**

Testing-based methods are generally not able to cover the full input space, which makes the fuzzing process open-ended and the question of scalability difficult to answer. The main limit to scalability of the fuzzers described in this thesis is the number of corpus elements, as storing many relatively uninteresting test cases slows the fuzzer down and consumes memory. While culling can be used to reduce it, the scheduling algorithms already focus on a subset of the corpus. The size of this preferred subset differs between fuzzing methods and still presents a scaling limit under culling. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show only the gross corpus size but are still useful to reason about the scalability of the approaches. The edge-based fuzzer is not scalable when used in a scenario with enabled interrupts, due to the large number of edges generated by the interrupt handling. The corpus sizes of the other fuzzers increased less dramatically. Interrupts could increase the preferred subset in an edge-based fuzzer to about $O(WCET) + O(edges_{CFG})$ inputs, as the interrupt can cause a new edge to be created every few instructions. This effect can be seen in the growth of the average corpus size by a factor of around 42 for afl_mapmax, while both other fuzzers increased their corpus sizes by much smaller factors (30 for graph and 14 for state): The graph-based fuzzer as presented in this thesis limits its preferred set by $O(paths_{STG} \times states_{STG})$, because all branches contain duplicate states. The system-path based fuzzer focuses on only $O(paths_{STG})$ in its corpus. Another possible coverage-based fuzzing approach would be to merge diverging branches of the STG and use the edges of
the resulting graph for coverage, which would scale even better with a preferred around $O(\text{edges}_{\text{STG}})$. Since this was not part of this thesis the best remaining method is based on the state path coverage, which scales with $O(\text{paths}_{\text{STG}})$.

System-aware static timing analyzers - while not directly comparable - also see the complexity of the analysis increase with the number of STG paths [1]. One of the key advantages of using a measurement-based analysis is that the number of paths to consider shrinks, as only feasible paths are encountered. This is similar to the scaling of system-aware static timing analysis methods, except they still need to consider some infeasible paths through the STG, while fuzzing discovers only feasible paths.

Overall the scaling potential of fuzzing for timing analysis is promising. Future work in system-aware fuzzing has the potential for improving scalability by merging STG branches, developing better prioritization heuristics and deploying well-known fuzzing strategies like culling of the corpus.

7.7 Searching Witness Inputs

![Graph](image)

**Figure 7.8:** Comparison of fuzzing for known edges with other methods without interrupts

The last fuzzing approach presented in this thesis is focused on guiding the fuzzer using a feedback function that rewards decreasing differences between the observed CFG edges and ones produced using a hypothetical compatible static analysis. While there are a few
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static timing analysis methods available that analyze the whole system, they can not be used for comparison, as their output is not directly comparable to the edges measured using the emulator. Thus, the target edges for fuzzing are taken from the execution of the true worst-case input instead. The result was that this fuzzer variant did not find the worst-case input during the one-hour test. As seen in Figure 7.8 on average its generated inputs do not outperform the state-based fuzzer or the AFL-based one during fuzzing without interrupts. The corpus grew approximately as large as the AFL-based fuzzers during this test. This is not surprising, because most of the time both feedbacks reward increasing the number of times an edge gets executed unless the MSE decreases overall or the edge was not included in the worst case. During fuzzing with interrupts the corpus of the edge targeting fuzzer does increase very little, as the edges caused by the interrupt are generally not in the target set. This causes it to outperform the AFL-based one, as seen in Figure 7.7.

7.8 Resume

This section presented a small real-time system hosting a simple application that processes sensor input and is protected by triple modular redundancy. Multiple fuzzer configurations based on the concepts of this thesis were evaluated against this example, aiming to trigger multiple retries of the redundancy, while maximizing the time each replicates spends on the processing. The fuzzer using the coverage of system-state paths was the most effective one. Within one hour of fuzzing it increased the observed execution times of the application in the system to over 98% of the worst-case in a scenario without interrupts and 95% with interrupts, compared to random testing which reached around 59% and 56% respectively. The fuzzer based on STG-node coverage was less effective and its specialized mutators did not show improvements over the base mutators either.

With these results the main questions of this thesis can be answered as follows: First off, repurposing existing coverage-guided fuzzing techniques is possible and can lead to high execution time test cases. In the tested cases, it produced much higher execution times on average than what random testing would produce within the same time. Secondly, fuzzing guided by STG paths proved to be even more effective than the CFG-edge-based one. When interrupts are activated the situation is similar, but the fuzzer based on CFG-edges performs much worse. For the last question about using the edge-frequencies provided by another analysis, guiding the fuzzer using known worst-case edge numbers was unable to find the worst-case witness and overall did not outperform the state-path-guided fuzzer.
Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the work and discusses its limitations and directions for future work.

8.1 Discussion

This thesis presents a system-state-aware fuzzing approach to generate inputs that cause running executions of a real-time system. The prototype which was evaluated in Chapter 7 used a simplified hardware model and made assumptions about interrupt handling, as well as implementation-specific assumptions about the system state. This Section discusses these assumptions and provides starting points for future research.

The main causes for increased execution time in this thesis were the overall control flow enabled by the input and preemption caused by interrupts. Since the execution model was simplified, it did not consider hardware effects, such as caches and pipelines. Hardware effects can be included in the future by using a cycle-accurate emulator of a target machine. This would likely sacrifice emulation performance and potentially require re-writing code for basic block analysis, which was implicitly performed in QEMU by the separation in translation blocks. Modeling of caches would also open new opportunities for graph-based mutators. A mutator could focus on inserting an interrupt at a point where it will cause the current task to be preempted due to lower priority. This would be a useful heuristic to increase execution times, as preemption of the current task causes cache eviction of its working set, which needs to get re-loaded at a later time to complete the preempted task.

As discussed in [3] the point of preemption (or migration) in code is important because the active working-set size changes over the lifetime of a task. This could also be incorporated into a more advanced heuristic that uses knowledge of the evolution of a task’s working-set size. It may move an interrupt that causes a preemption in the execution of a low-priority task at the point where its active working set is at its maximum, to cause the largest preemption-overhead.
The graph-based fuzzer did not outperform the simpler state trace-based fuzzer. This might be caused by duplication of states between branches, which introduces more nodes for test cases to cover that are ultimately on the wrong branches. It is possible to merge the graph and fuzz over edges instead, which should increase the scalability and bring it close to CFG-based coverage-guided fuzzing.

In the graph settings, the mutators also did not show advantages, which might be down to multiple reasons. On one hand, some mutators are focussed on exploiting relative advantages. Without state merging relative advantages within a single trace are limited. On the other hand, a possible explanation is that the MOPT scheduler might decrease the probability of these mutators being used due to low initial success.

The STG is already used for a simplified taint analysis, which relies on the assumption that the behavior of each state block is mostly determined by the last part of the input which was read. This assumption can be eliminated in future work if real taint analysis using symbolic execution is used.

Symbolic execution can also be used for concolic fuzzing. Concolic fuzzing would allow deriving new state paths by solving SMT formulas about the branch predicates. In aggregate, such a system could be classified as a hybrid timing analysis, but instead of the established pipeline of static timing analysis, supplemented by timing information from testing this would do the reverse. Like any approach which attempts to cover all CFG paths, it would still run into similar scalability problems as full static timing analysis.

Another aspect left out is the portability between different RTOSes. The current prototype is focused on FreeRTOS. The changes made inside it to accommodate the emulated environment, namely the way inputs are consumed from memory that is written by the fuzzer, should be very portable to other library OSes, as long as their compiled kernels contain ELF-symbols to find the input fields for the fuzzer. More complex systems like Linux with user-space and protected mode separation would require a different mechanism to insert input data, using virtual devices emulated using QEMU for example. The changes necessary to the emulator instrumentation are more complex, as the OS-specific data structures are not portable. They require custom code to extract the state per target OS. Generating struct bindings from the layout information contained in debugging information adhering to the DWARF standard should also be possible. This solution would be more portable than the prototype implementation, which requires the generation of struct definitions and manual post-processing of them to fit the host memory layout.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, CFG edges are created when interrupt handlers are triggered. Other kernel-focussed fuzzers have encountered similar problems [33], their workaround could be implemented similarly to how the detection of application against kernel code works. Checking if edges lead to the interrupt handler could exclude those edges.
8.2 Summary

This thesis proposed three techniques to leverage coverage-guided fuzzing to find inputs with long execution times for real-time systems. The first one is based on the common control flow edge coverage popularized by AFL. The second one traces the system state of the target system, which consists of many system facts, such as the active and ready tasks, their priorities, notification states and the number of held mutexes. The fuzzer uses coverage over these traces and execution times to determine if an input is interesting and to select the next input for mutation. The third fuzzer conceptualized goes one step further and uses the state traces to build a state transition graph. It then uses coverage of nodes (states) in the graph and additionally uses information from the states during mutation. At last one non-coverage-based fuzzer was proposed in this thesis, which uses pre-determined target control flow edges from a (theoretical) IPET analysis to search a witness input for said analysis.

The concepts were implemented using the modular fuzzer library LibAFL and its fork of QEMU. To host a real-time system the instrumentation in QEMU was changed from user-mode to system-mode with the state reset between runs being handled using QEMU’s snapshot functions. Additionally, support for injecting interrupts based on precise time inputs was implemented.

The evaluation was performed against a small FreeRTOS system running multiple tasks which implement a simple workflow. In this case, triple modular redundant processing of some data being part of the fuzzing input. The results from testing showed that in absence of interrupt handling all three base fuzzers performed well in the sense that they quickly produced inputs that reached close to the worst-case execution time while performing significantly better than testing of random inputs. With enabled interrupt handling the performance of the edge-based fuzzer decreased dramatically. The most likely explanation is the increased number of edges produced by the interrupt handler, which is consistent with observations made by other researchers focussing on fuzzing kernels [33]. The overall best-performing fuzzer was the one based on state traces, instead of the state transition graph. Edges resulting from executing the known worst-case input were used for evaluating the fuzzer targeting known edges. The fuzzer was unable to find the worst-case input and did not even find worse inputs than the coverage-based fuzzers.

The main questions of this thesis were whether coverage-guided fuzzing can be effective in searching long executing inputs for a real-time system and whether this can be improved using system state-based techniques. The results show that both of them can be answered positively. However, an efficient search for witness inputs using edge frequencies from a theoretical IPET analysis could not be demonstrated.
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8.3 Future Work

Since the results of the fuzzers turned out positive, an obvious next step is to move the execution mode closer to real hardware. This could be achieved by exchanging QEMU for a cycle-accurate emulator of the target system or even real hardware. This would make the results more comparable to existing MBTA tools.

Another direction would be to improve the system state analysis. The coverage of STG nodes did not produce the anticipated improvement over system state traces, despite the finer granularity it offers. Merging graph nodes from different branches and using coverage of STG edges would shrink the graph and increase the similarity with CFG coverage for potentially better guidance and scalability.

The wider field of fuzzing research has many techniques to offer which might be useful for timing analysis. Concolic fuzzing for example is a white-box technique that leverages symbolic execution and an SMT solver to construct inputs that exercise new control flow paths. This might also be applicable on a system-wide level to exercise new STG paths. Other grey-box techniques such as deeper taint analysis might also be promising, as they are less complex than white-box techniques, yet effective.
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